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Portraits of Courage - George W. Bush
2017-02-28
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A vibrant
collection of oil paintings and stories by
President George W. Bush honoring the sacrifice
and courage of America’s military veterans. With
Forewords by former First Lady Laura Bush and
General Peter Pace, 16th Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. Growing out of President Bush’s
own outreach and the ongoing work of the
George W. Bush Institute's Military Service
Initiative, Portraits of Courage brings together
sixty-six full-color portraits and a four-panel
mural painted by President Bush of members of
the United States military who have served our
nation with honor since 9/11—and whom he has
come to know personally. Our men and women
in uniform have faced down enemies, liberated
millions, and in doing so showed the true
compassion of our nation. Often, they return
home with injuries—both visible and
invisible—that intensify the challenges of
transitioning into civilian life. In addition to
these burdens, research shows a civilian-military
divide. Seventy-one percent of Americans say
they have little understanding of the issues
facing veterans, and veterans agree: eighty-four
percent say that the public has "little awareness"
of the issues facing them and their families.
Each painting in this meticulously produced
hardcover volume is accompanied by the
inspiring story of the veteran depicted, written
by the President. Readers can see the faces of
those who answered the nation’s call and learn
from their bravery on the battlefield, their
journeys to recovery, and the continued
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leadership and contributions they are making as
civilians. It is President Bush’s desire that these
stories of courage and resilience will honor our
men and women in uniform, highlight their
family and caregivers who bear the burden of
their sacrifice, and help Americans understand
how we can support our veterans and empower
them to succeed. President Bush will donate his
net author proceeds from PORTRAITS OF
COURAGE to the George W. Bush Presidential
Center, a non-profit organization whose Military
Service Initiative works to ensure that post-9/11
veterans and their families make successful
transitions to civilian life with a focus on gaining
meaningful employment and overcoming the
invisible wounds of war.
The Choice - Edith Eva Eger 2017-09-05
A New York Times Bestseller “I’ll be forever
changed by Dr. Eger’s story…The Choice is a
reminder of what courage looks like in the worst
of times and that we all have the ability to pay
attention to what we’ve lost, or to pay attention
to what we still have.”—Oprah “Dr. Eger’s life
reveals our capacity to transcend even the
greatest of horrors and to use that suffering for
the benefit of others. She has found true
freedom and forgiveness and shows us how we
can as well.” —Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace
Prize Laureate “Dr. Edith Eva Eger is my kind of
hero. She survived unspeakable horrors and
brutality; but rather than let her painful past
destroy her, she chose to transform it into a
powerful gift—one she uses to help others heal.”
—Jeannette Walls, New York Times bestselling
author of The Glass Castle Winner of the
National Jewish Book Award and Christopher
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Award At the age of sixteen, Edith Eger was sent
to Auschwitz. Hours after her parents were
killed, Nazi officer Dr. Josef Mengele, forced
Edie to dance for his amusement and her
survival. Edie was pulled from a pile of corpses
when the American troops liberated the camps
in 1945. Edie spent decades struggling with
flashbacks and survivor’s guilt, determined to
stay silent and hide from the past. Thirty-five
years after the war ended, she returned to
Auschwitz and was finally able to fully heal and
forgive the one person she’d been unable to
forgive—herself. Edie weaves her remarkable
personal journey with the moving stories of
those she has helped heal. She explores how we
can be imprisoned in our own minds and shows
us how to find the key to freedom. The Choice is
a life-changing book that will provide hope and
comfort to generations of readers.
For the Common Good - Christine Harman
2021-07-01
For the Common Good reminds us that the Holy
Spirit gives each Christian one or more spiritual
gifts to be used for the common good. It guides
readers to discover their own particular gifts
and learn to use their gifts to serve others.
Examining key passages in Paul's writings,
author Christine Harman leads readers through
a personal spiritual gift assessment. She names
25 distinct spiritual gifts—such as discernment,
hospitality, compassion, evangelism, or
music—and helps people explore scripture
references on each one. After identifying their
particular gifts, clergy and laypeople will learn
how to apply them for the good of their church,
community, and the world. This book is ideal for
both group study and self-discovery. The book
also includes suggestions for how to build a
ministry team based on the gifts of each
individual. This book is the text for a Lay Servant
Ministries advanced course on spiritual gifts. It
also can be used for a small-group study.
The Way Toward Wisdom - Benedict M. Ashley
2006
Working from a realist Thomistic epistemology,
this book asserts that we must begin our search
for wisdom in the natural sciences. Of interest to
students in philosophy and theology, it offers an
analysis and synthesis of major historical
contributions to the unification of knowledge.
Two Williams - Douglas Wilson 2007
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Young Stephen Monroe must decide on which
side of the American Revolution he will take
part.
The Boer War - Martin Bossenbroek 2018-01-30
The Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) is one of the
most intriguing conflicts of modern history. It
has been labeled many things: the first media
war, a precursor of the First and Second World
Wars, the originator of apartheid. The difference
in status and resources between the superpower
Great Britain and two insignificant Boer
republics in southern Africa was enormous. But,
against all expectation, it took the British every
effort and a huge sum of money to win the war,
not least by unleashing a campaign of systematic
terror against the civilian population. In The
Boer War, winner of the Netherland's 2013
Libris History Prize and shortlisted for the 2013
AKO Literature Prize, the author brings a
completely new perspective to this chapter of
South African history, critically examining the
involvement of the Netherlands in the war.
Furthermore, unlike other accounts, Martin
Bossenbroek explores the war primarily through
the experiences of three men uniquely active
during the bloody conflict. They are Willem
Leyds, the Dutch lawyer who was to become
South African Republic state secretary and
eventual European envoy; Winston Churchill,
then a British war reporter; and Deneys Reitz, a
young Boer commando. The vivid and engaging
experiences of these three men enable a more
personal and nuanced story of the war to be
told, and at the same time offer a fresh approach
to a conflict that shaped the nation state of
South Africa.
Straight Talk on Insecurity - Joyce Meyer
2014-07-02
Love Yourself and Enjoy Life! Do you feel
unloved and rejected by those around you and
perhaps even by God? When you make mistakes,
are you often overwhelmed with the feeling that
you are somehow flawed and inferior? Are you
threatened by the victories and successes of
others? These are all symptoms of a lifecrippling condition called insecurity. If you can
identify with any of these conditions, there is
good news for you you have picked up the right
book! In this life-revolutionizing book,
bestselling author Joyce Meyer presents the
truth of God's Word that will set you free from
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insecurity. You will be empowered to change as
you find the courage to be different and keep
your flaws in perspective. By realizing that your
value lies in who God says you are and not in
what you do, you can learn to cope with criticism
and lead a fruitful and fulfilled life. Don't allow
insecurity to choke out the seeds of greatness
God has planted in you! Let today be the
beginning of a lifetime of genuine security in
Christ's love!"
Technology and Theology - William H. U.
Anderson 2021-01-05
Technology is growing at an exponential rate visà-vis humanity’s ability to control it. Moreover,
the numerous ethical issues that technology
raises are also troubling. These statements,
however, may be alarmist—since Telus would
tell us “The Future is Friendly”. The Modernist
vision of the future was utopic, for instance Star
Trek of the 1960s. But postmodern views, such
as are found in Blade Runner 2049, are dystopic.
Theology is in a unique interdisciplinary position
to deal with the many issues, pro and con, that
technology raises. Even theologians like Origen
in the third century and Aquinas in the
thirteenth century made forays into Artificial
Intelligence and surrounding issues (they just
didn’t know it at the time). Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and Transhumanism raise questions about
what it means to be human. What is
consciousness? What is soul? What are life and
death? Can technology really save us and give us
eternal life? Theology is in a unique position to
handle these questions and issues. This book
also has practical applications in terms of
ecclesiology (church) in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic—both in terms of what it
means to be a church and in terms of the
sacraments or ordinances. Is there such a thing
as a “Virtual Church” or must we gather
physically to constitute one? Are Baptism and
Communion legitimate if one is not physically in
a church building but are “online”? This book
struggles with these and many other questions
which will help the scholar or reader make up
their own minds, however tentatively.
Wake Up You! - Eothen Alapatt 2016-04
The Western world was in the throes of peace,
love and flower power as Nigeria descended into
Civil War in 1967. The rock scene that developed
during the following three years of bloodshed
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and destruction would come to heal the country,
help propogate the world-wide ideal of the
Modern Nigerian, and propel Fela Kuti to
stardom after the conflict ended in 1970. Wake
Up You! tells the story of this time, pays homage
to these now-forgotten musicians and their
struggle, and brings to light the funk and
psychedelic fury they created as they wrested
free of the ravages of the late 1960s and created
thrilling, original Nigerian rock music
throughout the 1970s. This is the first of two
volumes full of never-seen photos and detailed
liner notes by Nigerian musicologist and
researcher Uchenna Ikonne (Who Is William
Onyeabor?). Includes a cd with all tracks fully
licensed from the bands themselves.
Out of Many, One - George W. Bush
2021-04-20
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this
powerful new collection of oil paintings and
stories, President George W. Bush spotlights the
inspiring journeys of America’s immigrants and
the contributions they make to the life and
prosperity of our nation. The issue of
immigration stirs intense emotions today, as it
has throughout much of American history. But
what gets lost in the debates about policy are
the stories of immigrants themselves, the people
who are drawn to America by its promise of
economic opportunity and political and religious
freedom—and who strengthen our nation in
countless ways. In the tradition of Portraits of
Courage, President Bush’s #1 New York Times
bestseller, Out of Many, One brings together
forty-three full-color portraits of men and women
who have immigrated to the United States,
alongside stirring stories of the unique ways all
of them are pursuing the American Dream.
Featuring men and women from thirty-five
countries and nearly every region of the world,
Out of Many, One shows how hard work, strong
values, dreams, and determination know no
borders or boundaries and how immigrants
embody values that are often viewed as
distinctly American: optimism and gratitude, a
willingness to strive and to risk, a deep sense of
patriotism, and a spirit of self-reliance that runs
deep in our immigrant heritage. In these pages,
we meet a North Korean refugee fighting for
human rights, a Dallas-based CEO who crossed
the Rio Grande from Mexico at age seventeen,
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and a NASA engineer who as a girl in Nigeria
dreamed of coming to America, along with
notable figures from business, the military,
sports, and entertainment. President Bush
captures their faces and stories in striking
detail, bringing depth to our understanding of
who immigrants are, the challenges they face on
their paths to citizenship, and the lessons they
can teach us about our country’s character. As
the stories unfold in this vibrant book, readers
will gain a better appreciation for the humanity
behind one of our most pressing policy issues
and the countless ways in which America,
through its tradition of welcoming newcomers,
has been strengthened by those who have come
here in search of a better life.
Creation and the Second Coming - Dr. Henry M.
Morris 1991-09-01
Possibly the only book of its kind, Creation and
the Second Coming captivates the reader by
linking our origins with our destiny. Blending
biblical stories like Noah andJesus teaching His
disciples, Dr. Henry Morris weaves an intriguing
resource for prophecy and creationism buffs.
One Another - Thomas A Jones 2008-10-01
A fresh, biblical look at relationships—a topic of
utmost importance in churches focused on
making disciples and fostering continual
spiritual growth. The authors show that God's
plan is for us to be instruments in each other's
lives to bring about the transformation He
desires.
Winning Fantasy Baseball - Larry Schechter
2014-01-07
Play smart. Play to win. Play like a champion.
The Oracle - Clive Cussler 2020-05-05
The husband-and-wife treasure-hunting team of
Sam and Remi Fargo return in a new adventure
as they search for an ancient scroll--which
carries a deadly curse--in this thrilling addition
to Clive Cussler's bestselling series. In 533 A.D.,
the last Vandal ruler in North Africa consults an
oracle on how to defeat the invading Byzantine
army. The oracle tells the king that a high
priestess cast a curse upon the Vandal Kingdom
after a sacred scroll was stolen. In order to lift
the curse, the scroll must be returned to its
rightful home. But the kingdom falls before the
scroll is found, leaving its location a great
mystery...until a current day archeological dig,
funded by Sam and Remi Fargo, uncovers some
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vital clues. The search for the ancient scroll is
put on hold when the Fargos learn that a
shipment of supplies intended for their
charitable foundation's school has been stolen,
and they travel to Nigeria to deliver new
supplies themselves. But their mission becomes
infinitely more complicated when they run afoul
of a band of robbers. The group takes Remi and
several students hostage, and there are signs
that the kidnapping is related to the missing
scroll. The Fargos need all their skills to save the
lives of the young girls at the school before they
uncover the hidden treasure...and lift the deadly
curse.
Generous Justice - Timothy Keller 2012-08-07
Keller explores a life of justice empowered by an
experience of grace.
Leadership Principles for Graduates - John C.
Maxwell 2007-04-10
Maxwell presents keys to success, including
dreaming, persevering, and growing--an ideal
gift to encourage the new graduate to become
all that God intends.
Of Women and Frogs - Bisi Adjapon 2019-09-29
"One of the best books of this year." -Arts and
Africa "Adjapon tells a gripping tale" -The Nation
"Bisi Adjapon has tackled some of the truly
difficult aspects of love and sexuality." -The
Mirror "At times hilariously funny and at others
deeply disturbing. Of Women and Frogs offers a
refreshing and insider perspective onto two
West Africa societies." -Literandra London
"Unputdownable, a book that makes you go from
laughing out loud to bawling and back to
laughing again." -Ayesha Haruna Attah, author
of The Hundred Wells of Salaga "Stunning. I
spent hours moving between out-loud laughter,
gripping fear and deep annoyance and love for
Esi and her father." -Africa in Dialogue A
precocious African girl, whose sexual curiosity
brings unexpected heartbreak, wishes frogs will
turn her into a man. Will she ever find a way to
love herself again and become the extraordinary
woman she hoped to be? Esi is a feisty halfNigerian girl growing up in Ghana, with
occasional visits to her family in Lagos. When
curiosity about her womanhood leads to a
burning punishment from her stepmother, Esi
begins to question the hypocrisy of adults
around her and the restrictions they place on
girls. Moving between Ghana and Nigeria, this
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heartwarming story of a girl beating a path to
self-actualization amidst political upheaval in
Rawlings' Ghana and strained relationships
between her ancestral countries. OF WOMEN
AND FROGS is a heartwarming, soulful comingof-age tale. Explore girlhood with the inquisitive,
unflappable Esi as she journeys through the
trials of becoming a woman to find her best self.
"This is a really wonderful story. [Bisi Adjapon]
writes with incredible vividness and clarity.
[Her] similes and attention to all the senses are
really extraordinary." - Dave Eggers, publisher
of McSweeney's Quarterly Concern and Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of A Heartbreaking Work
of Staggering Genius
Three Works on Distributism - G. K. Chesterton
2009-09-01
Distributism, the third way between Capitalism
and Socialism, has its roots in Catholic Social
Teaching. Now, for the first time, three seminal
works by one of its original proponents are
available in one volume ** What's Wrong with
the World ** The Outline of Sanity ** Utopia of
Usurers and Other Essays
The Global Investigative Journalism Casebook Mark Hunter 2012

Affiliate Marketing Secret - Tonay Borah
2021-07-15
Affiliate marketing is a highly profitable online
advertising method in which website merchants
pay independent third parties to promote the
products or services of an advertiser on their
Web site. In other words, affiliate marketing
involves posting a company s banner on your
Web site or blog and attempting to send visitors
to their Web site. If someone clicks on that
banner or goes to that site and buys something,
you will be paid a commission. While some
affiliates pay only when a sale is made, some
selling big ticket items like cars, credit cards,
travel, and so forth have modified the model and
pay for qualified leads. Affiliate marketing is
now viewed as a key component of a company's
online marketing strategy.
Second Thoughts on the Dead Sea Scrolls Frederick Fyvie Bruce 2017
F.F. Bruce's balanced and thoughtful book
answers questions on the Qumran community,
the scrolls, and their significance for the
histories of Judaism and Christianity and for
biblical studies.
A Dangerous Grace - Charles Colson 1994-10

The Best of Simple - Langston Hughes
2015-10-13
Langston Hughes's stories about Jesse B.
Semple--first composed for a weekly column in
the Chicago Defender and then collected in
Simple Speaks His Mind, Simple Takes a Wife,
and Simple Stakes a Claim--have been read and
loved by hundreds of thousands of readers. In
The Best of Simple, the author picked his
favorites from these earlier volumes, stories that
not only have proved popular but are now part of
a great and growing literary tradition. Simple
might be considered an Everyman for black
Americans. Hughes himself wrote: "...these tales
are about a great many people--although they
are stories about no specific persons as such.
But it is impossible to live in Harlem and not
know at least a hundred Simples, fifty Joyces,
twenty-five Zaritas, and several Cousin Minnies-or reasonable facsimiles thereof." As Arnold
Rampersad has written, Simple is "one of the
most memorable and winning characters in the
annals of American literature, justly regarded as
one of Hughes's most inspired creations."

Leaves to Stay - Kristen Dunn 2020-06-30
In these poems, we find how the poet withdraws
from outer experience to concentrate on the
inner. These poems are full of amazing and deep
imagination. It is evident that in all these poems
there is present a rich style and a variety of
melodies to attract the readers.
Tozer Speaks to Students - A. W. Tozer
2010-01-01
Except for C. S. Lewis and Oswald Chambers, it
is difficult to find a 20th-century Protestant
author who has a wider audience than Tozer.
With more than 3 million books in print, the
works of Tozer find their place on library shelves
literally around the world. However, it is less
well-known that Tozer had a particularly
profound impact on college students. This
volume consists of never-before-published
chapel messages and sermons preached during
1952 and 1954 at Wheaton College. "In many
ways, Tozer's messages are just as timely today
as they were a generation ago," notes compiler
and editor Dr. Lyle Dorsett. "The truths are
timeless. It is my prayer that he will speak to you
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with the same life-changing power that he spoke
to his generation."
Zondervan NIV Bible Commentary: Old
Testament - Kenneth L. Barker 1994
Here, at last, is a commentary for readers who
are not satisfied with the brevity of the standard
one-volume commentaries but do not need a
large, expensive set of commentaries. The
Zondervan NIV Bible Commentary is an
abridgment of the award-winning Expositor's
Bible Commentary. Its retains all the essential
information and insights of the original twelvevolume set, without cumbersome technical
details. The contributors represent the best in
evangelical scholarship from a wide range of
denominations. Charts, maps, tables, and
pictures have been added to make this twovolume set a reference work that is truly useful
for all readers of the Bible. Another useful
feature is the insertion of Goodrick /
Kohlenberger numbers wherever a Hebrew or
Greek word is discussed in some detail; an index
to these discussions is found at the end of each
volume.
Instant Wijmo Widgets How-To - Tochi EkeOkoro 2013-03-26
Filled with practical, step-by-step instructions
and clear explanations for the most important
and useful tasks.A recipe-based instant tutorial,
showing app development with Knockout and
Wijmo, and covering major widgets and
themes.This book aims at equipping the reader
with the necessary tools that Wijmo and
Knockout JS provide for easing and speeding up
development. It addresses the needs of everyone
in the UI development space, both experienced
and newbies. To get the most out of this book
you should have a good working knowledge of
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, and will need to be
comfortable using jQuery.
Telephone Directory - United States.
Environmental Protection Agency. Office of
Administration and Resources Management

and conversion materials for solar and fuel cells.
Chapters introduce the technologies behind each
material, in addition to the fundamental
principles of the devices, and their wider impact
and contribution to the field. This book will be
an ideal reference for researchers and
individuals working in industries based on
energy storage and conversion technologies
across physics, chemistry and engineering.
FEATURES Edited by established authorities,
with chapter contributions from subject-area
specialists Provides a comprehensive review of
the field Up to date with the latest developments
and research Editors Dr. Mesfin A. Kebede
obtained his PhD in Metallurgical Engineering
from Inha University, South Korea. He is now a
principal research scientist at Energy Centre of
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR), South Africa. He was previously an
assistant professor in the Department of Applied
Physics and Materials Science at Hawassa
University, Ethiopia. His extensive research
experience covers the use of electrode materials
for energy storage and energy conversion. Prof.
Fabian I. Ezema is a professor at the University
of Nigeria, Nsukka. He obtained his PhD in
Physics and Astronomy from University of
Nigeria, Nsukka. His research focuses on several
areas of materials science with an emphasis on
energy applications, specifically electrode
materials for energy conversion and storage.
Heaven - Joseph Bayly 2001-01-01
The series of six sensitively-written, die-cut
books express love and concern in creative text
and innovative packaging. Ideal for either the
mature believer or the seeker, these books
express what your heart is longing to say.
J.B. Phillips, the Wounded Healer - Vera
Phillips 1985
Teens and Sex - Paul David Tripp 2000-06
Written by the counselors at the Christian
Counseling and Educational Foundation in
Glenside, Pennsylvania, these booklets are the
first six in a series that will address a wide range
of topics and will minister the life-changing
power of the gospel to hurting people.
Once Upon Our Childhood - Lara Brown
2020-07-07
The plan is simple for Lara and her best friends –
make the most of their final high school year

Electrode Materials for Energy Storage and
Conversion - Mesfin A. Kebede 2021-11-17
This book provides a comprehensive overview of
the latest developments and materials used in
electrochemical energy storage and conversion
devices, including lithium-ion batteries, sodiumion batteries, zinc-ion batteries, supercapacitors
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together before they part ways soon. Too bad
secrets won’t let them. A slow start to the school
term leads to a steep drop into a rabbit hole of
secrets rearing their ugly heads – think a hidden
disorder, a predatory relationship, a second
family, a shock diagnosis, a resurrected
marriage, and more. The anticipated drama-free
year goes off the rails as past and present
secrets unravel at a breathless pace. The
revelations spark a chain of unprecedented
reactions that send the four friends reeling as
they face impossible choices. They can sacrifice
their friendships to keep carefully constructed
houses of cards from falling. Or maybe it is past
time to rip apart the frail safety nets woven by a
pervasive culture of silence. Set in the brawling,
cosmopolitan city of Lagos, Nigeria, Once Upon
Our Childhood examines the hydra-headed
nature of abuse through the raw, insightful, and
sometimes, snarky voices of four diverse
characters.
Walking and Mapping - Karen O'Rourke
2016-02-12
An exploration of walking and mapping as both
form and content in art projects using old and
new technologies, shoe leather and GPS. From
Guy Debord in the early 1950s to Richard Long,
Janet Cardiff, and Esther Polak more recently,
contemporary artists have returned again and
again to the walking motif. Today, the
convergence of global networks, online
databases, and new tools for mobile mapping
coincides with a resurgence of interest in
walking as an art form. In Walking and Mapping,
Karen O'Rourke explores a series of
walking/mapping projects by contemporary
artists. She offers close readings of these
projects—many of which she was able to
experience firsthand—and situates them in
relation to landmark works from the past halfcentury. Together, they form a new entity, a
dynamic whole greater than the sum of its parts.
By alternating close study of selected projects
with a broader view of their place in a bigger
picture, Walking and Mapping itself maps a
complex phenomenon.
Beyond Foundations - Thomas J. Grites
2016-09-19
Sharpen advising expertise by exploring critical
issues affecting the field Beyond Foundations, a
core resource for experienced academic
joe-okoro-blog

advisors, gives practitioners insight into
important issues affecting academic advising. In
addition to gaining understanding of
foundational concepts and pressing concerns,
master advisors engage with case studies to
clarify their roles as educators of students, as
thought leaders in institutions, and as advocates
for the profession. Pillar documents—the
NACADA Core Values, NACADA Concept of
Academic Advising, and CAS Standards—serve
as sources of both information and inspiration
for those seeking to improve advising. New
strategies inform advisors helping a diverse
student population delineate meaningful
educational goals. Each chapter prompts
productive discussions with fellow advisors
interested in cultivating advising excellence. To
promote advisor influence in higher education,
experienced contributors explain new
trends—including the impact of external forces
and legal issues on postsecondary
institutions—and the evolution of advising as a
profession and a field of inquiry. Expert insight
and practical focus contribute to the
development of experienced advisors. Use
existing resources in new ways to master
advising roles and encourage student success
Apply theory to advance advising practice
Create and optimize professional development
opportunities Establish recognition for the
contributions of academic advisors to the
institution and higher education Face challenges
created by the changing higher education
landscape Advisors must meet the expectations
of students, parents, faculty members,
administrators, and outside agencies, all while
navigating an increasingly complex range of
issues presented by a student population unlike
any that has come before. Beyond Foundations
provides the insight and clarity advisors need to
help students achieve their educational goals
and to advance the field.
Genetic Programming - Wolfgang Banzhaf 1998
To order this title for shipment to Austria,
Germany, or Switzerland, please contact dpunkt
verlag directly. "[The authors] have performed a
remarkable double service with this excellent
book on genetic programming. First, they give
an up-to-date view of the rapidly growing field of
automatic creation of computer programs by
means of evolution and, second, they bring
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together their own innovative and formidable
work on evolution of assembly language machine
code and linear genomes." --John R. Koza Since
the early 1990s, genetic programming (GP)-a
discipline whose goal is to enable the automatic
generation of computer programs-has emerged
as one of the most promising paradigms for fast,
productive software development. GP combines
biological metaphors gleaned from Darwin's
theory of evolution with computer-science
approaches drawn from the field of machine
learning to create programs that are capable of
adapting or recreating themselves for openended tasks. This unique introduction to GP
provides a detailed overview of the subject and
its antecedents, with extensive references to the
published and online literature. In addition to
explaining the fundamental theory and
important algorithms, the text includes practical
discussions covering a wealth of potential
applications and real-world implementation
techniques. Software professionals needing to
understand and apply GP concepts will find this
book an invaluable practical and theoretical
guide.
An Angel a Day - Ann Spangler 1994
Angels are part of God's ingenious provision for
us, wonderful gifts he has given to protect,
inspire, and lead us safely home to him. Because
God cares for us and because the angels are his
servants, we can claim them as our powerful
friends. Thinking of angels can ease our sorrows,
strengthen our faith, and lighten our hearts. Yet
we often neglect the angels by failing to
recognize their importance in Scripture and by
ignoring the traces of their presence in our lives.
An Angel a Day offers sixty brief meditations on
angelic encounters in both Scripture and in the
lives of ordinary men and women. Anything but
tame, the angels show us what it means to
worship God with true passion. They pull off
stunning rescues, engage in spiritual battles,
carry the dying to paradise, execute judgement
against evil, convey messages from heaven to
earth, and watch over us day and night. Far from
distracting us from God, the angels can act as a
window to him, offering a glimpse of his power,
his goodness, and his loving intentions toward
us. Here is a book to rekindle your hope and
increase you desire to know the One to whom
the angels bow their heads.
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The Eternal Current - Aaron Niequist 2018-08-07
A call for Christians to move past the shallows of
idealized beliefs and into a deeper, more vibrant,
beatitude-like faith rooted in sacred practices
and intimate experiences with God. When the
limits of his own faith experience left him feeling
spiritually empty, Niequist determined God must
have a wider vision for worship and community.
In his search, Aaron discovered that there was
historical Christian precedent for enacting faith
in a different way, an ancient and now future
way of believing. He calls this third way
"practice-based faith." This book is about loving
one's faith tradition and, at the same time,
following the call to something deeper and
richer. By adopting some new spiritual practices,
it is possible to learn to swim again with a
renewed sense of vigor and divine purpose.
Seeking the Heart of God - Mother Teresa Of
Calcutta 1993-02-25
In Seeking the Heart of God, two of the most
renowned and inspirational spiritual leaders -Mother Teresa and Brother Roger -- combine
their wisdom and experience to offer a practical,
joyful celebration of the power of prayer. Prayer,
though central to all denominations, remains
mysterious to many. Here, the distinct yet
complementary voices of Mother Teresa and
Brother Roger honor prayer as the wellspring of
love and compassion and illuminate it as an
integral part of everday life. "In reality, there is
only one true prayer, only one substantial
prayer: Christ himself," writes Mother Teresa.
"There is only one voice of Christ. Prayer is
oneness with Christ." Mother Teresa and
Brother Roger first met in 1976 in Taize, France.
Several months later, in Calcutta, they
collaborated on what became the first of several
joint appeals for Christian reconciliation. Their
mutual agenda is clear -- a passionate
commitment to the alleviation of human
suffering and the use of prayer as a source of
comfort, strength and communion with God. In
their work and travels, both Mother Teresa and
Brother Roger perceived a great hunger for
guidance in prayer. The result is this
inspirational text of short commentaries on how
to use prayer in daily life. Comprised of 12
chapters, each written half by Brother Roger,
Seeking the Heart of God is their wise and
lyrical offering to those whose hunger is that of
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the spirit.
Gruesome Playground Injuries; Animals Out of
Paper; Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo - Rajiv
Joseph 2010-10-04
Rajiv Joseph is one of today’s most acclaimed
young playwrights. The winner of numerous
awards, including an NEA Award for Best Play
and a Whiting Writers Award, he is an artist to
watch. This volume gathers together for the first
time his three major works to date. Included
herein are his latest play, Gruesome Playground
Injuries, which charts the intersection of two
lives using scars, wounds, and calamity as the

joe-okoro-blog

mile markers to explore why people hurt
themselves to gain another’s love and the
cumulative effect of such damage; Animals Out
of Paper, a subtle, elegant, yet bracing
examination of the artistic impulse and those in
its thrall, which follows a world-famous
origamist as she becomes the unwitting mentor
to a troubled young prodigy, even as she must
deal with her own loss of inspiration; and Bengal
Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, a darkly comedic
drama that looks on as the lives of two American
soldiers, an Iraqi translator, and a tiger intersect
on the streets of Baghdad.
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